BE MORE
SOCIABLE

using social media to build, grow and engage
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Introduction
When global politics are negotiated through
Twitter you know social media’s here to stay.
We’re no longer using it to ‘keep in touch;’ social
is an essential part of the business strategy.
At Giant Peach we’re digital natives. We spend
our days stalking the binary jungle and hunting
new ways to grow your business in cyberspace.
In this paper we navigate platforms and pitfalls,
strategies and survival techniques with our
essential guide to social media.
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WHY
SOCIAL MEDIA?

“People don’t always remember
what you say or even what you do,
but they always remember how you
made them feel.” – Maya Angelou
An extension of your brand and values, social
media generates and grows relationships.
Demonstrate your relevance and dedication
to the things that matter to them and earn the
commitment of your followers.
Immediacy
Social media is the most direct form of marketing in history. Key messages,
brand personality reinforcement and calls to action are pushed out while
simultaneously learning about customers and competition in real time.
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Intimacy

Increased growth

Giving your audience more of ‘you’
helps create deeper levels of
engagement. Brands are humanised
through connecting at that personal
level, creating more followers and
genuine fans.

Harnessed effectively, social
media increases conversion and
audience reach. Regular and relevant
communication strengthens loyalty
and makes your brand more likeable
and sharable.

THE BIG FIVE

The place to be
For every facet of your social presence and slice of your

USERS: Roughly 2 billion

demographic there’s a platform to match. Choose from

GREAT FOR: Versatility – many types
of content can be shared
TOP TIP: Good quality content gets
good engagement

over 50 sites, but the Big Five should be your first port
of call in finding your audience.

WATCH OUT: It’s hard to get your

video content seen unless it’s paid for

USERS: 317 million

GREAT FOR: News, information and
general opinions
TOP TIP: Keep it snappy, there’s a 140

TOP TIP: Ensure posts are hashtagged

character limit on posts

for ease of discovery

WATCH OUT: It’s fast paced so respond

WATCH OUT: Only one opportunity

quickly (especially to complaints!)

to link out, directly from your profile

GREAT FOR: Building professional
USERS: 106 million

USERS: 700 million

GREAT FOR: Communicating via
imagery and video content

relationships

Your Blog
USERS: Unknown...

GREAT FOR: Curating perspectives
and encouraging website visits

TOP TIP: Paid subscriptions are needed

TOP TIP: Choose subjects relevant

for additional levels of interaction

to your audience

WATCH OUT: This network’s purely for

WATCH OUT: Keep blogs to a rough

business not pleasure

700 words to maintain readership

GETTING
STARTED

“People don’t buy what you
do, they buy why you do it.”
– Simon Sinek
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Focus in

Learn a language

True colours

Creating a profile that goes beyond the usual job

What does your target audience care about? How can

Your brand personality is your story – the reason why

title and age range gets you better acquainted with

you engage them on their level? Check your target

you do what you do. We connect with those whose

the people you want to connect to on a personal

audience’s profiles: which platforms do they use most?

traits appeal to us and when values resonate. Be

level. Take some time to walk in their shoes. If you

What expressions / buzzwords do they use? What do

led by who you are and what you stand for. Let your

don’t have an audience persona in place, we’ve got

they believe in? What questions do they ask? Which

customers know you’re human through tone of voice,

lots of tools to help you pull one together but a good

accounts do they like, follow and share? Find common

visuals and content and they’ll offer up a human

starting point is Xtensio’s User Persona.

ground and speak to them about what they’re into.

connection in return.

Find your audience

Relevancy and common ground

Let your personality shine
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84% of senior executives
use social media to support
purchase decisions.

Look your best

In it to win it

Case Study:

For all your social media profiles it’s important
to have a memorable username (usually
your business name or the closest thing to it
if yours is taken), recognisable photo (your
logo), keyword-rich descriptions and reflective
personality. Keep it simple, consistent and onbrand. Your profiles, across the platforms, should
all mirror your website. Use your colour scheme,
logo, font, images and copy. And don’t forget to
link to your landing page (and vice versa).

Social media is part of your business strategy
and should be considered as such. Factor in
key launch dates, industry events, high profile
meetings, project timelines etc. Identify SMART
objectives and tailor social media activity to
achieve them. For example:
• Grow Facebook page likes
• Increase average Twitter RTs
• Drive traffic to website
• Boost engagement

Being nimble is key. Stay plugged into your
industry and audience, seize opportunities to
show your personality and commitment.

Create and optimise profiles

Goal setting and strategy

IKEA Game Of Throws

IKEA moved fast as the chance for a social
media campaign arose when GOT head costume
designer Michele Clapton revealed that some
garments worn by the cast are ‘actually IKEA
rugs’. #gameofthrows encouraged followers and
fans to fashion their own capes out of rugs and
share the photos.

BUILD A
COMMUNITY
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“Never doubt that a small group of

Social media connects, mobilises and motivates for
change. Engage the right audience, build a community
of followers and you’ll make a difference.

thoughtful, committed, citizens can
change the world. Indeed, it is the only
thing that ever has.” – Margaret Mead

Make friends

Get involved

Build your community exactly the
same way you would IRL. Who’s good
to know? Whose values do you share?
Who’s got the contacts that can help
get you known? Identify accounts
that can help you get bigger and
follow, comment and share.

Engage with your fave account’s
content; write comments; retweet;
share; keep the cycle going and follow
their followers. Widen your audience
and contribute directly to other
people’s blogs. This is your community
– get active and support it.

Networking in cyberspace

Make yourself visible

#Fangirling

Like, follow, subscribe
Dedicate regular time to update who you like and follow.
Here’s a quick checklist of who to start with:
•
•
•
•

Prospects and clients
Media (local and national)
Thought leaders
Influencers & bloggers

• Your business network
• Customers
• Competitors (add them to your
Facebook “Pages to Watch” list)

Instagram posts
with hashtags get 13%
more engagement.
In 2016
instagram added
in six months.
HASHTAG TOP TIPS
#Hashtag

• Do your research – what are
people looking for?

Hashtags are the most popular means
of categorizing content and allow
your content to be discoverable by
anyone searching a common theme
or interest. Handy!

• Use the most popular and
relevant hashtags for posts

Cater them for the network you’re
on. Instagram - describing content.
Twitter - topic of conversation/
group.

Good influence

Be present with your followers.
Talk to fans, listen to what they want
(and give them more of that), respond
to their questions. Never ignore the
negative. Remember social media
is a symbiotic network – share your
follower’s (relevant) content and
follow back.

Partner with ‘influencers’ (accounts
with significant following or power in
your industry) to promote your brand.
Transparency, shared values and trust
is key and there are rules to play by,
as set by each platform. Make sure
you know the policies before you pay
someone to market your brand.

It takes two

100 million users

Get discovered

Engage

• Create relevant & unbranded
hashtag for campaigns

Partner up

Speak the truth
The best policy

Social media users are savvy and see through tricks and scams in an instant.
Here’s some sage advice to stay in the good books:

• Keep it short

• Don’t use bots to gather followers

• Only solicit genuine reviews

• Have less hashtags than
words #You #don’t #need
#to #hashtag #everything

• Fake accounts - or “buying”

• Clickbait is a massive turn off

followers is a no-no
• Avoid bulk messaging

• Use original material
• No spam!

CONTENT

Finding common ground is the best way to encourage
loyalty. Tell your story, share your values, talk
about what you love and the right people will follow.

TOP TIP: POST FREQUENCY
Blogs: Once a week
Twitter: Three – five times a day
Facebook: Once a day (twice max)
Instagram: Once or twice a day
LinkedIn: Once or twice a week

• Monday-Friday 9-5
(test this with your audience)
• Use a tool to post on time
(Buffer/Laterbro/Timely)
• Create a schedule

TOP TIP: Think before you post! Is it true / Appropriate / Interesting? /
Spelt correctly? / What’s the point?

By 2019, video content will be the driving
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factor behind 85% of search traffic.

Generating ideas

Specialist subject

Understand your audience

Quick wins

Knowing what to share can be
daunting. Look at what you already
have in terms of blogs, photos and
papers. Ask your team. Have a central
point for saving content. We have a
dedicated Slack channel (#Hype) and
a regular slot at our team meeting for
sharing ideas.

Talking about what you know inspires
trust and confidence. Give your
opinion on industry news, talk about
your services, share your business tips
and life hacks. Let your followers get
to know you with staff interviews,
snaps, live vids, life in the day of’s,
behind the scenes.

Strengthen relationships by putting
your audience first. What do they
believe in? What do they want to
know? What do they ask when they
get in touch? Ask them what they
want to know about, post a question,
take a poll, get them involved and
make them feel special.

If you’re stuck for inspiration, go with
a theme (#MondayMotivation / #TBT /
#FF). Talk about your team, your office,
what you’re eating, your background
story. Seasonal chat is always good
(festivals, events, holidays) and so is
current affairs and pop culture.
#GOT #GBBO #strictly.

Hive mind

Play to your strengths

Read the room

Chatspiration
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We remember 70% of what
we see, 20% of what we read.
TOP TIP: Use consistent filters
to keep images on brand.

Case Study:

Tailor it

Make it visual

As usual, Innocent nails the tone and jumps on
the launch of the iPhoneX. Self deprecating,
relevant, creative, bang on brand. Followers
and fans love the quirky tone, the image is
totally reflective of their tone and while they’re
commenting on a global current event, they’re
also selling their product. #winning.

Though it’s tempting simply to ‘share’ your
Instagram post to your Facebook and Twitter
account, it’s far more engaging to see an
original post crafted specifically for that
channel. Keep the topic similar but change
the content appropriately and play into each
platform’s individual charms.

Snackable content’s where it’s at for social
media. The fast-scrolling feed of most platforms
make easy-to-digest images, short vids and
minimal text preferable. Make sure images are
high quality and on-brand. Videos with sound
need to be signposted () so users know to
turn you up!

Innocent Apple

Respect individuality

Feast for the eyes

LOOK AFTER
YOUR FANS

Managing your social circles honestly and with integrity
is crucial for brand maintenance. Open conversation
promotes your values and strengthens your business.
Dedicate time to your community and watch it grow.
Two-way conversation
Double-edged

Hosting Q&As is a great way to get to know your audience. It does mean, however,
a very public discourse with your brand. It’s well known that tweeting or commenting
gets quicker responses and handling social media can become a full time job.
Respond immediately and consider setting up an auto-response.

Are they happy?

Make life easier

There are lots of ways to check the happiness
of your followers and the success of your social
media endeavours, here are our top 8:

Managing content across platforms
can be a full-time job. We love these
apps and tools to help carry the load.

1. Follower growth (over a period of months)

Buﬀer: schedule posts, track performance,
manage accounts

Measuring success

2. Optimal days/times for engagement
(check when people are most engaged)

Tools, tips, trackers

Canva: for creating shareable graphics with text

3. Post engagement (likes, comments)

Twitter lists: curate your followed accounts

4. Mentions (what are they saying about you?)

Grammarly: no distracting mistakes

5. Audience demographics (who’s talking
about you?)

Pocket: save shareable articles in one place

6. Reach (the number of people who see
your content)
7. Impressions (the number of times your
content is displayed)
8. Shares (which posts hit the share button?)

Google analytics: measuring and tracking
Giphy: GIF source
Stocksnap: high quality images
Buzzsumo: analyse content performance
Bit.ly: link management platform

Case Study:
Sainsbury’s

All ears

When things go wrong
We’ve all seen cases of social media
spectacularly backfiring. Stay on top of
your accounts and listen for complaints and
negativity. Know when it’s appropriate to
respond (trolling is sometimes best ignored).
Acknowledge it ASAP and be honest, timely,
polite and factual in your response.

About Giant Peach
Beautiful, intuitive web experiences is just one piece of the puzzle.
We create strategies that drive growth, campaigns that ignite fires,
content that connects. We bring your story to life with breathtaking
visuals, instinctive ecommerce and intuitive design that converts
visitors to loyal fans. Your vision, ethics and personality embedded
in an immersive digital experience.
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